
 
V1.1 Release Notes 

New Functionality 

 Submit section 

 Bulk retrieval of DOIs from output details 
 

Enhancements 

 A new report named ‘Outputs with PDF files attached’ 

 The inclusion of the actual case study material within the REF3b Print  

 A change to the formatting of report ‘Outputs to be provided to the warehouse’ so 
that it can now be printed directly on to label sheets. 

 
Bugs that have been Fixed 

 An unhandled error is displayed when an output with no ‘output type’ is imported to 
the submission system.  

 An unhandled error is displayed when the report ‘citation counts for research 
outputs’ is run.  

 The validation message ‘the staff member has excluded outputs’ is set as an error 
rather than a warning.  

 The http:// redirect to https:// is not functioning correctly.  

 Case studies imported without a ‘redacted status’ are present but not viewable.  

 The ‘Copy results to REF2’ button within the section ‘Get output details by DOI’ does 
not copy the output title.  

 The validation message ‘Error: Staff member is required for final submission’ is not 
present within REF2 for excluded outputs.  

 The ‘year’ validation message for outputs pending publication displays that the 
output should be between 2007 and 2013. It should be just 2013.  

 Within the section ‘Get output details by DOI’ the ambiguous outputs tab does not 
always displays the correct number of outputs  

 Within the section ‘Get output details by DOI’ attempting to delete a matched batch 
result displays an unhandled error.  

 The validator logs the time taken to process the import and the validation instead of 
just the time taken to validate when validating imported records.  

 The results shown in the "Lookup output details" page are the results of the last job 
run and not the job being viewed.  

 Outputs that have had their output type changed and therefore no longer require a 
citation count still appear in the bulk matching list after their type has been changed  

 Impact case studies are allowing five contacts of each type instead of five contacts in 
total  

 Exporting to a text file using TAB as the field delimiter does not work  


